Introduction
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small (∼22 nucleotides), non-coding RNAs that regulate gene expression and are involved in multiple biological processes.[@cit1],[@cit2] Many miRNAs expressed in humans are known to be dysregulated in diseases such as diabetes,[@cit3] cardiovascular disease,[@cit4],[@cit5] neurodegenerative diseases,[@cit6]--[@cit8] and lung,[@cit9]--[@cit11] ovarian,[@cit12] prostate,[@cit13] and other cancers.[@cit14],[@cit15] miRNAs have emerged as promising disease biomarkers[@cit14] because of their higher stability compared to mRNA in cells and bodily fluids[@cit16]--[@cit20] as well as their tissue specificity. Because of the burstiness[@cit21],[@cit22] of mRNA expression, miRNAs also provide higher information content than mRNA markers in terminal and single time point assays.[@cit23] Despite this promise, translation of miRNA to clinical diagnostics has been challenging.[@cit17],[@cit24],[@cit25] Multiple miRNAs are dysregulated in disease tissue compared to normal tissue and thus miRNA panels are typically used for accurate profiling in targeted assays.[@cit13],[@cit26]--[@cit29] Therefore, for miRNAs assays to have clinical utility, they need to have multiplexing capabilities and be quantitative across several orders of magnitude in concentration, in addition to having simple, robust workflows suitable for translation.[@cit17],[@cit25],[@cit30]

Unfortunately, traditional miRNA analysis techniques are time-consuming, lack multiplexing, throughput, or both, and have clinically impractical assay workflows.[@cit31] Simple workflows and compatibility with a wide range of samples are desired, but most existing miRNA analysis technologies require prior nucleic acid extraction and total RNA isolation in order to reduce fouling, remove undesired biological material, and maintain the activity of enzymes used during the assay.[@cit32]--[@cit35] Quantitative real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) has high sensitivity, but has limited multiplexing and requires extensive sample processing prior to the assay.[@cit17] Additionally, primer design requires consideration in qRT-PCR, as target amplification can be affected by sequence bias.[@cit25],[@cit36] Microarrays enable multiplexing, but also require extensive sample preparation and suffer from long assay times.[@cit17],[@cit37] *In situ* hybridization is low-throughput, not quantitative,[@cit38],[@cit39] and for miRNA specifically, only single-plex assays have been developed.[@cit31],[@cit40] While techniques such as RNA-seq are emerging as powerful tools to elucidate heterogeneity at the gene expression level, they have multiple drawbacks for miRNA analysis specifically, such as limited multiplexing, amplification artifacts, and the need for extensive sample preparation, which limits their applicability to clinical practice and some research questions.[@cit17],[@cit24],[@cit41] Other approaches such as using biosensors to visualize miRNA in living cells suffer from low sensitivity and cumbersome workflows.[@cit42] Given this technological gap, there is need for miRNA analysis technologies that have high sensitivity, multiplexing capabilities, and simple workflows that are compatible with complex samples.

miRNA hybridization assays performed with polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogel particles[@cit43]--[@cit46] have demonstrated robust, quantitative analysis from complex samples such as blood serum[@cit47] and more recently, unprocessed cells.[@cit48] The PEGDA particles were made using stop-flow lithography[@cit49],[@cit50] and were functionalized with DNA probes complimentary to miRNA targets. PEGDA particles have been developed not only for miRNA assays, but also for detection of other biomolecules such as proteins.[@cit51],[@cit52] Multiplexing is achieved by including barcoded particles with probes complimentary to different miRNA targets into the same reaction.[@cit50] The hydrogel matrix allows for higher probe densities and an aqueous reaction environment that more closely resembles free solution binding kinetics compared to surface-based binding substrates, leading to more efficient and sensitive assays.[@cit43],[@cit53]--[@cit55] Additionally, the inert PEGDA matrix is resistant to fouling and the miRNA hybridization assay is compatible with cell lysis and miRNA extraction reagents as well as other components present in the unprocessed samples. For assays from unprocessed cells, the hydrogel particles, cells, hybridization buffer, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and proteinase K are all added into a single reactor for miRNA extraction and hybridization, with no prior sample preparation required. SDS is included in the buffer to not only lyse cells, but along with proteinase K to also free miRNA from its associated protein complexes.[@cit17] miRNA targets captured by the probes linked to the PEGDA hydrogel are then fluorescently labeled for quantitative readout, with the measured signal being proportional to the amount of target miRNA present in the sample. In recent work, the particle-based assay was used to quantify miRNA from unprocessed cell lysates and was shown to have a lower limit of detection (LLOD) of ∼1000 3T3 cells (∼2.5 amol of miRNA) in a 50 μL sample volume.[@cit48] While powerful and satisfying many of the crucial needs for clinical applicability[@cit17] (namely specificity, reproducibility, multiplexing, quantitation across a wide dynamic range, simple and robust protocol, and compatibility with unprocessed samples), the assay does have some limitations. Because of its LLOD of ∼1000 cells, it is not suitable to look at samples with smaller cell numbers such as 3D spheroids (∼10--10 000 cells),[@cit56]--[@cit58] circulating cell clusters (∼10--100 cells)[@cit59],[@cit60] organoids (∼1000--10 000 cells),[@cit61] early stage embryos (∼10--100 cells),[@cit62],[@cit63] small whole organisms (∼1000 cells),[@cit64] as well as precious, material-limited biopsies. As an example, fine-needle aspiration biopsies may sometimes yield \<1000 cells per patient, in which case the ∼2.5 amol LLOD of the particle assay would be inadequate.[@cit65] Additionally, because one assay is performed per 50 μL reactor in a single tube, scalability becomes challenging when there is a need to analyze high numbers of samples, such as when assessing heterogeneity in specimen populations. Consequently, due to the lack of sensitive, quantitative, and multiplex miRNA assays with high-throughput and translatable workflows, there are major technical hurdles to quantitatively profile miRNA signatures from samples with small numbers of cells. To address this gap, we introduce here the development of a miRNA quantification platform with the capacity to perform parallel, multiplex, and sensitive miRNA measurements in isolated μm-scale wells that can be applied to unprocessed cell samples with no prior sample preparation (*i.e.* without nucleic acid extraction).

In our approach presented here, we use nanoliter wells arranged in a dense array to compartmentalize separate nanoliter-volume reactions. In our implementation, the use of well arrays allows for parallel assays in a single device, instead of one assay per tube as done previously miRNA assays done with PEGDA particles,[@cit43],[@cit45]--[@cit48] therefore increasing throughput and scalability. PEGDA posts functionalized with DNA probes complimentary to miRNA targets are affixed within the nanoliter wells instead of having free particles introduced into a tube. The μm-scale posts are formed using projection photolithography, as has been demonstrated in similar approaches for attaching PEGDA posts inside microfluidic channels.[@cit66] Multiplexing in this configuration is achieved by having multiple posts within a single well, with each post containing probes complimentary to different miRNA targets. The miniaturization of the hybridization reaction in our assay has additionally enabled more sensitive assays, as assay efficiency is enhanced[@cit23] by decreasing the total sensor surface used in the particle while leveraging the short diffusive mass transport times within the nanoliter reactor volumes, as detailed later.

Nanoliter wells have been used in other applications to isolate cells,[@cit67] to measure cell response to chemical stimuli,[@cit68] for antibody screening,[@cit69] for analysis of intracellular[@cit70]--[@cit72] and secreted[@cit73] proteins, and to measure nucleic acids such as mRNA.[@cit74] Our platform enables quantification of miRNA following lysis of unprocessed cells in isolated wells. Aqueous droplets in oil are another approach to isolate nanoliter-volume reactors for biological analysis.[@cit44],[@cit66],[@cit75]--[@cit77] While droplet platforms generally have advantages in throughput, their need for pumps, precise fluidic controls, and careful engineering design considerations has limited their broad adoption.[@cit23] Reactor isolation can also be done *via* valving in microfluidic devices,[@cit78]--[@cit80] but because of their need for dedicated equipment and limited density, these devices are better suited for applications with less parallelization and more complex workflows.[@cit23] Thus, well array-based platforms are better suited for applications were simplicity is essential, such as assays aiming towards translation and clinical applicability.[@cit23] Our platform was designed with these considerations in mind, therefore our assay requires no dedicated equipment for fluidic handling. The planar form factor of well arrays also makes them well-suited for applications in which the spatial arrangement of samples[@cit23] is important or the imaging of cells prior to lysis is necessary.[@cit81]

Well-based assays that detect molecules larger than miRNA, such as mRNA and proteins, from cells, have employed different strategies that allow for the delivery of necessary assay reagents while retaining the target molecules in the reactors. These strategies include the use of semipermeable membranes,[@cit74] the application of small pore-size hydrogel films over well arrays that deliver reagents (but hinder target diffusion),[@cit70],[@cit72] and even the direct application of lysis solution over open wells and leveraging rapid assay times to minimize diffusive losses.[@cit71],[@cit81] For our miRNA platform, we opted to perform our hybridization assay in isolated well reactors due to the need for not only cell lysis, but also miRNA dissociation from associated proteins[@cit17] and the small size (and therefore rapid diffusivity) of miRNA molecules. One challenging aspect of performing assays within isolated reactors is the delivery of reagents for the different assay steps. To address this hurdle, we leveraged that the PEGDA-based hybridization step from unprocessed cells is compatible with unprocessed samples and the reagents for miRNA extraction in a single reactor.[@cit48] Thus, we designed our platform to perform simultaneous lysis buffer delivery and reactor isolation in a single step by sandwiching a well array containing both the cells and PEGDA posts (bottom layer) with another well array containing the lysis buffer. Magnets applied to the array sandwich keep the wells sealed, but also allow the seal to be reversible. Slide sandwiches have been previously used for the delivery of antibody to tissue sections,[@cit82] reversible seals have been used in microfluidic[@cit83] and microwell[@cit73] devices, and sandwiches of aligned well arrays have been employed for simultaneous delivery and reactor isolation for cell cytotoxicity and viability assays.[@cit84] To our knowledge, our approach presented here is the first demonstration of sandwiches of two well arrays used for reagent delivery, nanoliter reactor sealing, cell lysis, miRNA extraction, and miRNA hybridization in a single step. Following the hybridization step done in the sealed configuration, in which miRNA is released and captured onto the PEGDA hydrogel posts, the sandwich is opened which allows the rest of the assay steps to be done by simply exposing the open wells to the desired solutions. In the work presented here, we detail the design and operation of our platform, as well as characterize its performance for quantitative, multiplex miRNA assays from both synthetic miRNA targets and miRNA extracted from unprocessed cell samples.

Experimental
============

Well array fabrication
----------------------

Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogel posts were covalently attached to glass substrates using methacrylate-terminated silane monolayer formation using standard methods.[@cit66],[@cit71] The plain glass microscope slides (Thermo Fisher) were cut into desired dimensions using a diamond scribe (Ted Pella) and running and nipping pliers (Fletcher--Terry) and stored under vacuum until usage. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard® 184, Dow Corning) molds[@cit85] were made using standard soft-lithography protocols by mixing elastomer base and curing agent in a 10 : 1 ratio and cured on a SU-8 (MicroChem) master that was prepared using standard photolithography protocols. Molds were designed to create 1 × 1 cm arrays of wells with diameters of 300 μm and 30 μm and depths of 35 μm and 38.6 μm, respectively (Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The arrays contained indexing marks in place of some wells. The individual 1 × 1 cm PDMS molds were cut using a scalpel and had 1.5 mm inlets punched out (Biopsy Punch, Miltex). Norland Optical Adhesive 81 (NOA81, Thorlabs) well arrays were formed on the acrylated glass slides by filling the PDMS molds using degas-driven flow,[@cit86] UV curing the NOA81, and removing the PDMS molds (see ESI,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Fig. S2).

Hydrogel post fabrication
-------------------------

Functionalized PEGDA posts were photopolymerized in the nanoliter wells using projection lithography methods adapted from previously described PEDGA particle and post fabrication protocols[@cit45],[@cit66] (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Prepolymer solution containing 18% (v/v) PEGDA 700, 36% (v/v) PEG 200, 4.5% (v/v) Darocur® 1173 photoinitiator (2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone), ∼1× TE buffer, and DNA probes was loaded into the NOA81 300 μm well array (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The well array containing prepolymer solution was then covered with a 1--2 mm flat PDMS film. PEGDA posts were then photopolymerized *via* projection lithography using mylar transparency masks (Fineline) placed in the field-stop slider between a 365 nm UV LED (Thorlabs) and a 20× EC Plan NeoFluor objective (Zeiss) on a Zeiss AX10 inverted fluorescence microscope. Intensities of 720 mW cm^--2^ and exposure times of 100--200 ms were used to fabricate circular or square 20--200 μm posts, as specified. Following post photopolymerization, the PDMS film was removed and devices were rinsed with 1× TE with 0.05% (v/v) Tween® 20 (1× TET). Following iterative prepolymer solution loading, post photopolymerization, and wash steps, posts containing different DNA probes were formed within the same well. Devices with functional posts were stored at 4 °C in 1× TET until usage. Hydrogel posts were treated with 500 μM potassium permanganate (Sigma) to oxidize hydrophobic, non-reacted acrylate groups to reduce non-specific binding, as specified.[@cit44],[@cit66]

Cell samples and cell handling
------------------------------

Human lung cancer cell line Calu-6 (ATCC® HTB-56™) cells sourced from ATCC were cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle medium (high glucose, GIBCO) with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, and 1% penicillin--streptomycin. Upon reaching 70% confluence, the cells were treated with 0.25% trypsin--EDTA (Gibco) and then frozen with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma) in complete culture medium. Frozen cells were kept in liquid nitrogen for long term storage and --80 °C freezer for short term storage before use. Frozen cells were thawed to remove DMSO and were reconstituted into room temperature media before use (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The density of cell suspensions were counted using a Bright-Line™ Hemocytometer (Sigma). Immediately preceding experiments with cells, cells were pelleted and resuspended in settling buffer (1× TE, 137 mM NaCl) at the desired densities. A 5 μL drop of the cell suspension was then applied onto the well array devices and cells were allowed to passively settle for 10 min. Devices were then imaged before analysis in order to count the number of cells settled into each well.

miRNA hybridization assay
-------------------------

The miRNA hybridization assay in the well arrays was adapted from prior work[@cit45] (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). For the hybridization step, the 300 μm well array was sealed against a 30 μm well array using 1.2 × 0.16 cm disk-shaped neodymium magnets (Grainger). Stacks of 3 magnets were placed on each side of the sandwich. The hybridization buffer inside the wells contained 1× TE, 0.05% (v/v) Tween® 20, and 350 mM NaCl. For synthetic miRNA assays, the hybridization solution contained target miRNA. For cell assays, the hybridization buffer contained ∼2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and ∼15 U mL^--1^ of proteinase K for cell lysis and miRNA extraction[@cit48] (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The hybridization step was done for 90 min at 55 °C (VortTemp™ 56, Labnet). Following hybridization, the magnets were removed and the device was rinsed with 1× TE, 0.05% (v/v) Tween® 20, and 50 mM NaCl (R50) by placing the well array slide face down over a glass slide with ∼500 μm spacers and subsequent solution loading and aspiration steps (Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Then, the ligation step was done by loading ligation buffer containing the biotinylated linker and T4 DNA ligase and incubating for 1 hour at room temperature. Following ligation, the well array was rinsed with R50 and labeling was done by loading R50 buffer containing 10 μg mL^--1^ streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (SA-PE, Invitrogen) and incubating for 1 hour at room temperature. Devices were then rinsed with R50 to ensure removal of unbound SA-PE before imaging.

Imaging and data analysis
-------------------------

Brightfield and fluorescence imaging was done using a Zeiss Axio Observer A1 inverted microscope equipped with a X-Cite 120LED light source (Lumen), 5×, 10×, and 20× EC Plan NeoFluor objectives (Zeiss), and an Andor Clara CCD camera. Images were captured using 100% intensity with 50 ms exposures and no binning in Andor Solis software. SA-PE and FDG imaging was done using XF101-2 (*λ*~ex~/*λ*~em~ = 525/565 nm) and XF100-3 (*λ*~ex~/*λ*~em~ = 470/545 nm) filter sets (Omega), respectively. Image analysis was done custom ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) and MATLAB (Mathworks) scripts written in-house.

Results and discussion
======================

Well isolation
--------------

The miRNA assays were performed in devices consisting of well arrays made of NOA81 formed on glass slide substrates ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The devices were comprised of two separate layers that were sandwiched together during the miRNA hybridization step to form isolated reactors ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Wells with 30 μm diameters were chosen for the top layer to ensure no overlap between reactors when the bottom layer well spacing was 30 μm. When the top array with 30 μm wells was applied onto the 300 μm well array without any alignment, on average 27.5 30 μm wells interface with each 300 μm well (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Using the geometries of both wells arrays, the volume of each reactor in the sealed microarray sandwich was ∼3.2 nL. There was no overlap between each reactor because the spacing between each 300 μm is greater than or equal to the spacing between each 30 μm well ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). By performing the miRNA hybridization assay in wells instead of a centrifuge tube (50 μL) the volume of each reaction was reduced by over four orders of magnitude. PEGDA posts functionalized with DNA probes complimentary to specific miRNA targets were photopolymerized within the 300 μm wells and covalently attached to the acrylated glass substrate. ([Fig. 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The hybridization step (where free miRNA binds to complimentary DNA probes in the PEGDA posts) was performed in the sandwiched configuration. Following hybridization, the sandwich was opened and subsequent steps were performed by incubating the 300 μm array in the specified solutions (Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). During ligation, biotinylated linkers were ligated to the captured miRNA targets.[@cit45] SA-PE was then introduced which binds to the biotinylated linkers and fluorescently labels the captured targets ([Fig. 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Device and assay overview. (A) Well array on glass slide schematic. (B) Side view of the isolated reactor formation using nanoliter well arrays. (C) Bright field images of the top (30 μm wells) and bottom (300 μm wells) arrays. (D) Schematic of well in the array containing PEDGA posts functionalized with DNA probes complimentary to miRNA targets. (E) Hybridization and ligation-based miRNA detection assay schematic. Scale bars are 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f1){#fig1}

In order to determine if the ∼3.2 nL reactors were properly isolated from each other during the hybridization step, we performed a fluorometric assay in the magnetically sealed well array sandwiches ([Fig. 2A--C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). 200 μm circular posts containing biotinylated DNA probes were photopolymerized in select 300 μm wells ([Fig. 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Streptavidin-β-galactosidase conjugates (SAB, Invitrogen) were then bound to the DNA probes (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The 300 μm well arrays were then sealed against a 30 μm well array containing fluorescein di-β-[d]{.smallcaps}-galactopyranoside (FDG, Thermo Fisher) substrate ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The sandwich was then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature before imaging. High viscosity ethyl cyanoacrylate adhesive (World Precision Instruments) was applied around the edges of the glass slides of array sandwich in order keep the device sealed after the removal of the magnets for imaging. The fluorescence intensity of each well was measured using the average intensity in 100 pixel (246 μm) diameter circular windows from images collected using a 5× objective. The wells with enzyme functionalized posts had mean intensities of 5090 ± 680 AFU (*n* = 5 wells) while the wells without enzyme functionalized posts had mean intensities of 2490 ± 310 AFU (*n* = 10 wells). ± values indicate standard deviation (SD) throughout the manuscript. The brighter fluorescence signal was observed only in wells that contained the enzyme-functionalized posts, indicating that the wells were isolated reactors during the timescale of the experiment.

![Nanoliter well array sealing and reagent delivery. (A) Schematic for reagent delivery during sandwich assembly. (B) Brightfield image of well array sandwich. (C) Fluorescence micrograph of enzymatic reaction in well array sandwich 60 min after sealing. Dashed red circles indicate wells with enzyme-functionalized posts. (D--F) SA-PE binding assay in sealed wells. 2.6 amol of SA-PE delivered by including 1 μg mL^--1^ SA-PE in the 30 μm well array before sealing (left) and 11.0 amol delivered by including 1 μg mL^--1^ SA-PE in both the top layer and bottom layer before sealing. (D) Brightfield and fluorescence micrographs following binding assay. (E) Box plots showing the distribution of mean fluorescence of posts in each condition. The error bars indicate minimum and maximum of the distribution, the ends of the box are the first and third quartiles, the vertical line in the box is the median, and the *x* is the mean (*n* = 40 wells for 2.6 amol, *n* = 39 wells for 11.0 amol). (F) Plot showing mean post fluorescence *vs.* loaded mass for each well. The dashed line represents the theoretical maximum mean fluorescence in a 40 μm post estimated for the mass loaded. Scale bars are 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f2){#fig2}

To assess the reproducibility of reagent delivery during the nanoliter reactor assembly process, we performed a SA-PE binding assay on 40 μm PEGDA posts functionalized with biotinylated probes housed inside 300 μm wells sealed against a 30 μm well array ([Fig. 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments were also used to determine if the amount of captured SA-PE after the assay was consistent with the amount we theoretically delivered to each well. 2.6 amol of SA-PE was delivered by including 1 μg mL^--1^ SA-PE in the 30 μm well array before sealing and 11.0 amol of SA-PE was delivered by including 1 μg mL^--1^ SA-PE in both the 30 μm and 300 μm well arrays before sealing. For simplicity, the volume occupied by the gel posts was neglected from the volume calculations. After completing the binding assay, the mean fluorescence intensity of posts was measured in wells where SA-PE was included in just the top (30 μm well) array (*I*~top~, *n* = 40 wells from 2 separate devices), and in wells where SA-PE was included in both arrays before assembly (*I*~top+bottom~, *n* = 39 wells from 2 separate devices). As expected, values were not normally distributed because the maximum possible SA-PE delivered has an upper bound capped by reactor volume and were thus displayed in box plots ([Fig. 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the estimated differences in loaded mass, we expected a ratio of *I*~top+bottom~/*I*~top~ ∼ 4.3 and observed a ratio of ∼3.5. In order to compare the resulting fluorescence values to the fluorescence expected from the loaded SA-PE mass, we developed a calibration curve of SA-PE fluorescence (see ESI,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Fig. S5). The trend in fluorescence values observed was consistent with the expected values and both mean values fall under the theoretical maximum mean fluorescence possible based on the amount of SA-PE loaded, consistent with well isolation ([Fig. 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A lower coefficient of variability (CV ∼ 16%) was observed when SA-PE is loaded in both layers before isolation, compared to a CV ∼ 21% when SA-PE was included only in the top layer. This decrease in CV is consistent with variability in delivered mass attributable to geometric factors, as when SA-PE in included in both layers, a smaller fraction of the volume containing SA-PE changes due to variations in well overlap numbers (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). However, not all of the variability observed in either case can be attributed to geometric factors alone. Further research is ongoing to minimize loading variability and explore the effects of fluid flow, air bubble trapping, reagent binding kinetics, and other factors. Given that we can quantitatively meter analytes and isolate wells during the device sandwich assembly, we next performed quantitative miRNA assays in our platforming and developed a framework for understanding assay performance.

miRNA binding assay performance
-------------------------------

A theoretical framework for describing the performance of the hydrogel-based particle miRNA assay was previously developed[@cit43] and is governed by the following equation:where *I* is the net mean fluorescence measured in the hydrogels corresponding to captured miRNA signal at the end of the assay, *F*~e~ is a fluorescence efficiency constant depending on the fluorophore and imaging parameters, *V*~r~ is the reaction volume the assay takes place in, \[*C*~target~\]~0~ is the initial concentration of the target analyte in the reaction volume, *N*~p~ is the number of particles in the reaction volume, *A*~p~ is the 2D area of each particle measured during imaging, *t* is the assay hybridization time, and *τ* is a time constant describing the timescale of capturing all of the targets in the reaction volume (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus, when *t* ≫ *τ*, we can assume that approximately all of the target mass (mass~target~ = *V*~r~ ×\[*C*~target~\]~0~) is captured and the maximum fluorescence for that device geometry and setup is achieved:

Due to the high porosity of the PEGDA structure and large amount of DNA probes incorporated in the hydrogels, analyte binding is fast compared to analyte diffusion within the hydrogel structure (Damköhler number (D~a~) ≫1), thus *τ* is dominated by mass transport.[@cit43] This effect manifests itself experimentally as the appearance of a boundary layer of brighter fluorescence at the edges of the hydrogel sensing surface, as targets are captured in that boundary layer before they are able to diffusively penetrated further into the hydrogel structure.[@cit43],[@cit45],[@cit48] In the particle-based assay *V*~r~ ∼ 50 μL and hybridization times *t* ∼ 90 min, thus *τ* is minimized by using vigorous convective mixing to ensure efficient transport of the targets to the hydrogel particle sensing surfaces and also by loading *N*~p~ ∼ 50 particles per reaction to increase total sensing surface.[@cit45],[@cit48] However, eqn (2) indicates that increasing *N*~p~ lowers *I*~max~, meaning there is a tradeoff in assay sensitivity and assay time. In other words, increasing total sensing area (*A*~total~ = *N*~p~ × *A*~p~) allows faster capture of the available targets, but lowers the fluorescence signal per area measured upon completion of the assay.

In the nanoliter well-based assay presented here, *V*~r~ is reduced from 50 μL to 3.2 nL by miniaturization of each reaction volume. Using just diffusive mass transport of miRNA targets to a single 40 μm hydrogel post in a 300 μm well we can estimate that *τ* \< 6 min, and thus *t* ≫ *τ* for a hybridization time of *t* = 90 min (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus, the reduction of *V*~r~ enables a reduction in *A*~total~ without needing to increase assay hybridization time *t*. In addition to reducing *N*~p~ from 50 to 1, the hydrogel area *A*~p~ can also be reduced without any challenges in handling because the posts are covalently attached within the wells. Therefore, by reducing *A*~total~ by a factor of ∼100, this theoretical framework predicts that the well-based assay should be ∼100× more sensitive (detection of 100× less mass~target~ in a given reactor) compared to the particle-based assay without using any signal amplification. For the well-based assay, *I* ≈ *I*~max~ and therefore assay performance is described by:

In order to validate our theoretical framework developed above, we performed miR-21 assays in isolated wells with different number of posts and posts of different sizes with DNA probes complementary to miR-21. miR-21 has been shown to be upregulated in non-small cell lung cancers and has potential as a biomarker for patient outcome.[@cit10],[@cit28],[@cit29],[@cit31],[@cit87] During sandwich assembly, 0.5 amol of miR-21 was delivered to each nanoliter reactor. Wells contained a single square post of varying area ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) or varying numbers of posts ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This approach allowed us to independently vary post area (*A*~p~) and the number of posts (*N*~p~). The net mean signal of each post decreased with increasing post area, as well as with increasing number of posts per well, as expected from eqn (3) ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to determine that the observed differences in mean fluorescence signal were not the result of changes in probe incorporation in posts of different area, we made a well array with posts of different area that contained biotinylated probes in different wells and performed a binding assay by incubating with SA-PE (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Because in this configuration the wells were not isolated and an excess of SA-PE molecules was present in solution, approximately all DNA probes in the hydrogels were labeled with SA-PE. We did not observe a statistically significant difference in mean fluorescence signal for posts of different area when the binding assay was done without well isolation, indicating that our fabrication did not result in posts of different area having different probe incorporation efficiencies. Therefore, our results indicate that when assays in the well arrays were done with isolated wells, the differences in mean fluorescence signal measured was the result of the same loaded target mass binding to different hydrogel sensing areas.

![Quantitative miRNA assays in isolated nanoliter wells. Brightfield and fluorescence micrographs following miR-21 hybridization assay in sealed nanoliter wells (A) with posts of different area *A*~p~ and (B) with varying number of posts *N*~p~ with *A*~p~ ∼ 1300 μm^2^. 0.5 amol of miR-21 was loaded into each well. (C) Plots of net mean intensity of posts in each condition *versus* post area *A*~p~, post number *N*~p~, and (in log--log axes) total area *A*~total~ = *A*~p~ × *N*~p~. Error bars represent ± SD (*n* = 3 wells for each condition). Dashed line represents theoretically estimated fluorescence intensity *I*~max~. Scale bars are 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f3){#fig3}

From eqn (3), our model predicts that net mean fluorescence signal *I* should scale with *A*~total~^--1^. By plotting the *I* measured from the isolated well array miR-21 assays with *A*~total~ as the independent variable, we observe that our results are qualitatively consistent with the predicted relationship ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, using an experimentally estimated *F*~e~ for our system (see ESI,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Fig. S5), our results have quantitative agreement with the theoretically expected *I* values. Our model predicts that as long as *I* ≈ *I*~max~, minimizing post area (*A*~p~) results in the best assay performance. As expected from theory, our experimental results show that the posts with the smallest area (*A*~p~ ∼ 300 μm^2^) have the highest net mean fluorescence *I* upon completion of the miR-21 assay ([Fig. 3A and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Because these posts have an aspect ratio greater than 1 (post width \<20 μm), we did occasionally observe toppled posts (results not shown). Thus, posts with widths ∼40 μm were chosen as the optimal size due to their balance of reliability and performance in the 35 μm deep wells. Experimental deviations from our simplified theoretical model may be the result of breakdowns of one or more of our assumptions, which include complete binding of loaded miRNA independent of post surface area, complete ligation, labeling, and retention of captured miRNA targets, perfect well isolation, and miRNA target delivery not affected by posts.

Having developed an understanding of our assay performance, we performed experiments to estimate the lower limit of detection (LLOD). By delivering 0.5 amol of miR-21 to each isolated nanoliter reactor ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we demonstrated miRNA assays able to detect lower miRNA masses per reactor compared to previously demonstrated particle-based assays without signal amplification which have an estimated LLOD of ∼2--5 amol.[@cit45],[@cit48] By varying the amount of miRNA mass delivered to different nanoliter well reactors (each with a single square post), we constructed a calibration curve determine the quantitative dynamic range and LLOD of our assay. We delivered 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 amol of miR-21 to each well in different devices and measured net mean fluorescence of posts for each condition. ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As expected from eqn (3), as mass~target~ per well decreases, the measured net mean fluorescence decreases linearly ([Fig. 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which enables the assay to perform quantification of unknown analyte quantities. The net mean fluorescence showed this linear relationship with loaded mass for over 3 orders of magnitude with *R*^2^ = 0.99. Using these results, we extrapolated the concentration at which signal over noise (SNR) is equal to 3,[@cit45],[@cit48] and estimate an LLOD of 0.004 amol for our assay. As expected from our theoretical model, our LLOD is \>100× lower than previously reported for hydrogel particle-based assays done without signal amplification.[@cit45],[@cit48] While the PEGDA hydrogel-based miRNA hybridization assay\'s sensitivity can be further increased using signal amplification (not target amplification) after miRNA hybridization,[@cit44],[@cit47],[@cit66] in this work we aimed to keep the assay protocol simple. Our current results demonstrate the ability to perform sensitive and quantitative miRNA assays across a large dynamic range. Because multiplexing capabilities are needed for translational miRNA assays,[@cit17] a wide dynamic range is critical given that expression levels vary across orders of magnitude for different miRNA targets. Enhanced sensitivity enables analysis of miRNA targets with low expression levels and from precious, material-limited specimens. Further sensitivity enhancements *via* geometry optimization and signal amplification will be explored in future work.

![miRNA assay quantitation and sensitivity. (A) Brightfield and fluorescence micrographs (at different contrasts to aide viewing across multiple orders of magnitude) following miR-21 hybridization assay in sealed nanoliter wells. 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10 amol per well of miR-21 was loaded into different devices. Wells had a single square post with probes complementary to miR-21. (B) Log--log plot of net mean fluorescence *versus* mass per well. Error bars represent ± SD (*n* ≥ 6 wells for each condition). Dashed lines indicate linear fit and LLOD at SNR = 3. Scale bars are 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f4){#fig4}

Multiplex miRNA assays
----------------------

In order to realize multiplex miRNA hybridization assays, our approach necessitated the formation of different PEGDA posts each functionalized with DNA probes complimentary to different miRNA targets within a single well. We previously demonstrated the fabrication of multiple posts within a single well ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, in these results all posts contained DNA probes complimentary to the same target and thus we could photopolymerize multiple posts in different regions within the well without needing to exchange the PEGDA prepolymer solution. To form posts functionalized with different DNA probes within a single well, we performed alternating prepolymer solution loading and exposure steps ([Fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In order to evaluate the fabrication reproducibility of this approach and assess proper prepolymer solution loading and exchange, we photopolymerized circular PEGDA posts with or without biotinylated DNA probes in alternating steps. The loading and exposure steps were done 6 times resulting in each well containing 6 posts (3 for each condition). Circular posts were used in order to facilitate alignment of multiple posts relative to each other. After fabrication, we performed a SA-PE binding assay by incubating the device in a solution containing SA-PE ([Fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The mean fluorescence signal of each post following the binding assay completion was measured using a circular windows of 40 pixels (24 μm) placed over each post ([Fig. 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in an average CV of the net mean fluorescence between different wells of 0.3 ± 0.1% (3 posts of each type per well, *n* = 6 wells). Within each well, the fluorescence signal from blank posts had an average CV of 1.9 ± 0.8% (3 posts per well, *n* = 6 wells), and the fluorescence signal from biotinylated posts had an average CV 0.3 ± 0.1% (3 posts per well, *n* = 6 wells). These results show that fabrication of posts at different positions within wells and across different wells is reproducible and that our protocol achieves proper prepolymer solution exchange between each post fabrication step.

![Post fabrication reproducibility. (A) Post fabrication schematic. Steps 1--3 show photopolymerization of 3 posts within a well with alternating functionalization. Step 1: Load prepolymer solution for blank posts, photopolymerize first post. Step 2: Exchange to prepolymer solution for biotinylated posts, photopolymerize second post. Step 3: Exchange to prepolymer solution for blank posts, photopolymerize third post. (B) Composite brightfield and fluorescence micrographs following SA-PE binding assay. Each post was photopolymerized in different steps alternating between prepolymer solutions with and without (blank) biotinylated DNA probes. (C) Plot showing mean fluorescence signal for each type of post in 6 different wells. Error bars represent ± SD (*n* = 3 posts for each condition per well). Scale bar is 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f5){#fig5}

Having demonstrated our ability to reproducibly fabricate differently functionalized posts within separate wells, we next performed multiplex miRNA assays. We used the same fabrication protocol to make devices with circular PEGDA posts with probes complimentary to 6 different miRNA targets (*cel*-miR-238, *cel*-miR-54, miR-21, let-7a, miR-210, miR-155) within a given well ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Panels of 3 to 7 miRNAs have been demonstrated for targeted profiling assays of lung cancer and other diseases.[@cit13],[@cit26]--[@cit29] let-7a, miR-210, and miR-155 have been shown to be dysregulated in cancer.[@cit9],[@cit15],[@cit88] *cel*-miR-238 and *cel*-miR-54 are expressed in *C. elegans*.[@cit89] We performed miRNA assays in isolated well devices, each with different amounts of the different miRNA targets. Cel-miR-238 was used as a negative control and kept at 0 amol per well for all assays. *cel*-miR-54 was used as a loading control and kept at 0.5 amol per well for all assays. miR-21, let-7a, miR-210, and miR-155 amounts were varied between 0, 0.05, 0.5, and 5 amol in the different assays (Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Using the internal negative and positive controls as loading controls (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), we obtained linear calibration curves for all 4 miRNA targets that varied in mass per well, with *R*^2^ values of ∼1 for all for targets. ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate the capacity of our platform for quantitative, multiplex assays. The multiplexing scheme used here requires spatial separation of the different posts and therefore, multiplexing is limited by the number of posts that can be made within a given well. Using 20 μm posts ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) with 20 μm spacing, ∼50 posts can be fabricated within a 300 μm single well. If even higher multiplexing were needed, biotinylated adapters with different chemistries could be used to attach different fluorophores to allow spectral multiplexing within posts functionalized with multiple probes to different targets.

![Multiplexed miRNA assays in sealed nanoliter wells. (A) Brightfield and fluorescence micrographs following multiplex miRNA hybridization assay in sealed wells. The circular posts contained DNA probes complementary to (1) *cel*-miR-238, (2) *cel*-miR-54, (3) miR-21, (4) let-7a, (5) miR-210, and (6) miR-155, as labeled. (B) Plots showing net mean fluorescence for different miRNAs as a function of loaded mass per well. *cel*-miR-238 was used as a negative control and *cel*-miR-54 was used as a positive loading control. Error bars represent ± SD (*n* ≥ 4 wells for each condition). Dashed lines indicate linear fit, *R*^2^ = 1.00 for all conditions. Scale bar is 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f6){#fig6}

miRNA assays from unprocessed cells
-----------------------------------

For assays with synthetic miRNA targets, miRNA was delivered to the nanoliter reactors during the well array sandwich assembly. For assays with cells, however, cells were first settled into the bottom layer that contained the PEGDA posts and lysis reagents were delivered to the reactors for miRNA extraction during the well array sandwich assembly. Calu-6 cells were settled into devices with 300 μm wells containing PEGDA posts with probes complementary to miR-21. Cells were suspended to densities of 0.25. 1, 2, and 8 million per mL which resulted in 14 ± 8 (*n* = 37), 53 ± 20 (*n* = 28), 110 ± 19 (*n* = 71), and 200 ± 26 (*n* = 116) cells per well, respectively, after 10 min of settling (*n* = number of wells) ([Fig. 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Because cells were passively sedimented into the wells from a 5 μL droplet applied onto the well array surface, varying numbers of wells contained cells depending on the cell suspension density. A top layer with 30 μm wells containing lysis buffer was then applied onto the devices with settled cells and magnetically sealed for the cell lysis, miRNA extraction, and miRNA hybridization step ([Fig. 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). After 90 min at 55 °C, the devices were opened and the ligation and labeling steps were conducted as detailed previously for assays with synthetic targets. The mean intensity of the posts in each well was then determined and the net mean intensity was calculated by subtracting the mean intensity of negative controls calculated from devices in which no cells were settled. The negative control wells had mean signals of 0.5 ± 0.3 AFU (*n* = 18 wells). From a total of 252 wells with cells analyzed, 27 wells had net mean miR-21 signal \<0. This corresponds to ∼57% of wells with ≤ 30 cells (24 out of 42 wells), ∼18% of wells with 30 \< cells ≤ 60 (2 out of 11 wells), ∼5% of wells with 60 \< cells ≤ 90 (1 out of 19 wells), and 0% of wells with \>90 cells. For wells showing net positive signal, the net mean intensity of miR-21 correlated with the number of cells per well (*R*^2^ = 0.45) ([Fig. 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Using the linear fit, we estimate a LLOD ∼16 cells per well (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). As detailed previously, miniaturization of the reaction volumes from 50 μL to 3.2 nL along with reducing the PEGDA sensing surface enhanced our previously demonstrated sensitivity, in this case from ∼1000 cells, down to ∼16 cells. With the demonstrated sensitivity, our platform enables high-throughput analysis of specimens with small cells numbers, such as 3D spheroids,[@cit56]--[@cit58] circulating cell clusters[@cit59],[@cit60] organoids,[@cit61] early stage embryos,[@cit62],[@cit63] small whole organisms,[@cit64] and precious, material-limited biopsies. While a notable improvement, further improvements can be made by optimizing post geometry, as predicted by our theoretical model and experimental results ([Fig. 3A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, instead of relying only on passive sedimentation, cells may be captured and even selected by implementing chemistries that bind to cell surface markers[@cit90] within wells.[@cit73],[@cit91] Using signal amplification schemes such as rolling-circle amplification[@cit47] instead of labeling capture miRNA with a single fluorophore done here, sensitivity can be further increased leading down to single-cell sensitivity, and ability to detect miRNAs expressed at lower levels.

![miRNA assays using unprocessed cells. (A) Cell assay schematic. (B and C) miRNA assays from Calu-6 cells in wells containing circular posts functionalized with probes complementary to miR-21. (B) Brightfield images after cell settling and after assay, and fluorescence micrographs after assay of representative wells from devices loaded with different densities of suspended cells: 0.25, 1, 2, and 8 million per mL (*n* = 37, 28, 71, and 116 wells, respectively). (C) miR-21 net mean fluorescence *versus* number of cells per well. Dashed lines indicate linear fit and LLOD at SNR = 3. (D--F) multiplex miRNA assays from Calu-6 cells in well array. (D) Brightfield images after cell settling, and following assay and fluorescence micrograph (at same contrast) of representative well following assay. The circular posts contained DNA probes complementary to (1) *cel*-miR-238, (2) *cel*-miR-54, (3) miR-21, (4) let-7a, (5) miR-210, and (6) miR-155, as labeled. 0.12 amol of synthetic *cel*-miR-54 was included in the lysis solution as a positive control and *cel*-miR-238 was used as a negative control. Cells were settled at a suspension density of 2 million per mL resulting in 98.2 ± 50.4 cells per well. (E) Net mean fluorescence for the miRNA targets. Error bars indicate ± SD (*n* = 16 wells). (F) miR-21 copy number per cell *versus* let-7a copy number per cell estimated for each well. Dashed line indicates linear fit. Scale bars are 100 μm.](c8lc00498f-f7){#fig7}

In order to demonstrate multiplex assays from unprocessed cells, we settled Calu-6 cells into wells containing six posts functionalized with probes complimentary to different miRNA targets (*cel*-miR-238, *cel*-miR-54, miR-21, let-7a, miR-210, miR-155). Cells suspended at a density of 2 million cells per mL resulted in an average of 98 ± 50 cells per well (*n* = 16 wells) after settling for 10 min ([Fig. 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). 0.12 amol of synthetic *cel*-miR-54 target was included in the lysis solution to serve as a positive control. The post with probes complementary to *cel*-miR-238 was used as a negative control and the mean signal from this post was subtracted from the mean signal from other posts in a given well to calculate the net mean intensity for each miRNA. The posts with probes complementary to *cel*-miR-54 had an average net mean intensity of 180 ± 31 AFU (*n* = 16 wells), which was consistent with the expected signal for the amount of miRNA mass delivered, demonstrating that the presence of the cells and lysis reagents did not interfere with the assay (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Net mean positive signal was measured for miR-21 and let-7a, with miR-21 having ∼15% lower signal compared to let-7a. Signals for miR-210 and miR-155 were below the LLOD ([Fig. 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Normalizing the resulting fluorescence signal by the number of cell per well makes each well a biological replicate. In order to validate these results, we performed analogous experiments measuring the same miRNA targets from Calu-6 cells using the well-established particle-based assay[@cit48],[@cit92] (Fig. S8A[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Using the particle-based assay with ∼64 000 Calu-6 cells per tube, net mean positive signal was detected for miR-21 and let-7a, with miR-21 having ∼32% lower signal compared to let-7a. While miR-155 was detected using particles, its signal was ∼28× lower compared to let-7a signal, meaning it was below the LLOD of the well array assay when using ∼100 cells per well. miR-210 signal was not detected in the Calu-6 cells in either assay. Using calibration curves for miR-21 for the particle assay (Fig. S8B[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and the well array ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), we estimated the miR-21 copy number per cell in both assay formats. We obtained comparable values of ∼2000 miR-21 copies per cell using the particle assay and ∼1000 miR-21 copies per cell using the well array assay (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In the well array assay, the signal for *cel*-miR-54 (which served as a positive control) did not show correlation with cell number per well (*R*^2^ = 0.00), as expected.

Interestingly, the estimated miR-21 and let-7a copy number per cell in different wells showed strong correlation with *R*^2^ = 0.97 ([Fig. 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Because miR-21 and let-7a signal per well showed weak inverse correlation with positive control *cel*-miR-54 signal per well (*R*^2^ = 0.24 and *R*^2^ = 0.29, respectively), experimental assay variability does not explain the correlation in miR-21 and let-7a copy number per cell in different wells. These results suggest instead that in the Calu-6 cell line there is some heterogeneity in miR-21 and let-7a expression, but both miRNAs tend to be expressed at a constant ratio. We hypothesize that the correlation of miR-21 and let-7a signal as well as the heterogeneity of miRNA expression in the Calu-6 cells could be related to variabilities in cell health resulting from the freezing and reconstitution process. Further work will need to explore our platform\'s ability to accurately resolve population heterogeneity and the minimum number of well assays needed to converge to average population values.

Conclusions
===========

We have presented the design and characterized the performance of a miRNA analysis platform that utilizes nanoliter well reactors containing functionalized PEGDA posts for miRNA capture. Nanoliter reactor isolation and reagent delivery ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were achieved by sandwiching well arrays against each other, enabling not only delivery of synthetic miRNA targets, but also miRNA extraction reagents for miRNA measurements directly from unprocessed cells. The well array form factor enabled \>100 parallel assays within a single device, and also resulted in more sensitive assays. From our understanding of mass transport, we validated the quantitative performance of our assay and presented future avenues for optimization and sensitivity gains. Using synthetic miRNA targets we show sensitivity down to 0.025 amol, an 100× improvement without using signal amplification compared to previous similar techniques that utilized PEGDA particles.[@cit48] We also show compatibility of our platform with unprocessed cells, allowing measurements of miRNA from \<20 cells without any prior nucleic acid extraction. Our robust hydrogel post fabrication approach demonstrated fabrication of multiple posts functionalized to capture different miRNA targets, enabling multiplex measurements. Future work will aim to increase the efficiency of device fabrication by utilizing contact lithography[@cit93] to simultaneously polymerize PEGDA posts within every well in a device instead of using projection lithography to individually polymerize posts. Cell retention and selection within wells can also be improved by capturing cells based on surface markers rather than utilizing passive sedimentation. The effects of cell size and cell health on miRNA signal readout also need to be further explored. Additionally, we hope to increase the utility of our platform by performing whole-cell imaging prior to lysis.[@cit81] With the demonstrated sensitivity, we envision application of the current platform to applications in which small cell numbers are assayed, such as 3D spheroids, cell clusters, organoids, and precious, material-limited biopsies. As an example, our platform would enable multiplex miRNA profiling from fine needle aspiration biopsies that result in limited cell numbers, and allow for multiple assays without depleting the entire sample. By using single amplification techniques such as rolling circle amplification which has been previously demonstrated in miRNA analysis using PEGDA particles,[@cit47] we hope to realize single-cell sensitivity and expand the analytical range of the platform.
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